In this issue of IEEE Vehicular Technology Magazine (VTM), we have our usual three columns, “Mobile Radio,” “Connected Vehicles,” and “Transportations Systems,” followed by two articles from an open call.

There are two guest editors for our theme section, Anwer Al-Dulaimi, senior systems engineer, Research and Development Department, EXFO, Toronto, Canada, and Rose Qingyang Hu, full professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Utah State University, Logan. They were both involved with the IEEE Massive Connectivity Fifth-Generation+ (5G+) special call and have selected ten articles to include in this issue.

Due to a significant increase in the number of submissions to IEEE Vehicular Technology Magazine, especially to the 5G+ special calls, we are looking for additional reviewers. To be considered, please contact me with a brief curriculum vitae at david@uni-kassel.de.
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